Friends of Sidholme Music Room
Donation ~ In Memory of a Loved One
To support the repair of the main chandelier you can dedicate a new component or a repair process to your
loved one. When items are sponsored, the ‘Friends of Sidholme Music Room’ will issue a certificate.

Currently, we can offer the following components for sponsorship.
(As donations are made, the numbers available below will reduce)

Chandelier Parts - hand blown/cut/drilled/scalloped - English lead crystal
A. 100 prisms to be supplied @ £35 each.
B. 48 lamp holders & candle tubes @ £85 each
C. 8 internal lamp holders @ £125 each
D. 5 rosette spikes @ £200 each
E. 10 new arms @ £215 each
F. 3 new tulip nozzles @ £350 each
G. 5 new dishes scalloped & cut @ £510 each.
H. One long chain of buttons & prisms to be supplied @ £525
Processes: 1) Clean all glassware reassemble, photograph and pack for transport back to Devon. Cost
will be £1000
2) Dismantling, soaking apart previous plaster/cement repairs inside crystal dishes, removal
of broken damaged glass and metal arms. Resetting all arms into metal mounts
correctly. Cost will be £1500
3) To start work - 2 staff to Devon, for 2 days, to dismantle and pack for transport to
Kent. Cost will be £2000
4) To finish work - 2 staff deliver Chandelier to Sidholme and re-install after restoration. Cost
will be £2000
5) Removal of all old brass pins, sort remaining 7 chains into sets, re-graduate all buttons
and re-pin with new brass pins Cost will be £2,200
6) Strip polishing and silver plating all metalwork and lacquering. Cost will be £5250

- - - - I would like to Make a Donation & Remember a Loved One - - - * My choice is marked above

for

I enclose a cheque to ‘Friends of Sidholme Music Room’

£ ……………..…

I'm a UK taxpayer & wish to Gift Aid my donation

..

My donation is made in memory of:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
My Name:………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………….
Address:……………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Post Code…………………………

Telephone:………………………………

Email:………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Thank you for your support
By email : friendsofsidholmemusicroom@mail.com

By post to: - FRIENDS OF SIDHOLME MUSIC ROOM,
SIDHOLME HOTEL, ELYSIAN FIELDS,
SIDMOUTH, DEVON. EX10 8UJ

